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SUMMARY!!

The Slovenian TSO – Eles started to prepare the concept and first mobile maintenance solution
almost ten years ago. Before implementing the mobile maintenance system into Eles’ business
environment, the following key requirements were set: reliability, compatibility, extendibility and minimal
organizational influence. The first application was less extensive due to the technology limitation and less
accessible devices at that time. Technology development in the field of mobile devices (higher battery
capacity, bigger memory, tablet computers, better processors) and their expansion to the private sector
resulted in better conditions for more economic and user-friendly applications. The trend of using “smart”
mobile devices in private and business sector has encouraged Eles to expand the mobile part of
maintenance from the current Windows to Android operating system for tablet computers and mobile
phones. With the implementation of mobile maintenance for the substation and overhead lines, Eles
achieved an important step forward from paper-based maintenance to an information supported
maintenance system for its entire infrastructure. By using the mobile maintenance system, maintenance
workers can perform their work in a modern manner with increased productivity, independence and
transparency, regardless if they carry out maintenance works, investments or routine checks. To achieve
easier and reliable data exchange while preforming field works, users can either use the system off-line
(all data stored on mobile device) or on-line (possible to exchange or add data while working in the field).
Before the mobile maintenance system was implemented, all maintenance works were based solely on
the necessary use of paper documents. The paper based information was then manually entered into the
required information system, for example the asset management. This “manual” method for checking
work orders, carrying out analyses, entering findings and reports into the existing systems was nontransparent and time-consuming. Contrary to the mentioned weaknesses of the paper based
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maintenance, the implemented mobile maintenance system enables aggregation, integration and
supplementation of the necessary documents in the electronic form. One of the biggest deficiencies of
paper based maintenance turned out to be the preparation of plans based on past work orders and the
unification of defects-findings. By implementing the mobile maintenance software, Eles has not only
benefited with a higher level of availability and wider user-range, but also with a better mobility and
efficiency of field workers, since the software was developed in such a way that prior knowledge of the
location is not necessary. These specific features enable the field workers to work on all sites and are not
limited to individual business units. This paper summarizes the complete mobile maintenance system,
which consists of a server part (work order preparation and 3D substation viewer) and mobile part.
Since overhead line and substation maintenance procedures are similar, the paper combines certain
features in a single explanation. The described mobile maintenance is a system solution that is
complementary with the existing systems like asset management, GIS systems, etc.
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1.! Mobile maintenance in Eles’ business system
While implementing the mobile maintenance system, Eles’ primary goal (requirement) was that the
connection to the existing information systems (technical database, human resources, etc.) must be
carried out without any interference to the existing software applications or databases. According to this
main requirement, the implemented mobile maintenance system is sustaining standardized use of work
orders (hereinafter WO) throughout the entire maintenance system. The implemented system is designed
to enable extension to other business areas with its openness, adjustability and compatibility. For easier
communication with the filed-users of the mobile system, Eles also required that mobile maintenance is
enabled in off-line (all data stored on mobile device) and on-line (possible to exchange or add data while
working in the field) mode.
Constant technological development of mobile maintenance system initiated Eles to implement new
technological possibilities with the support for preventive maintenance procedures and execution of
works, spatial navigation (for overhead line maintenance), including capturing data on incurred costs,
photos of equipment failure and working hours. Wide usability caused the implementation of mobile
maintenance as an integrated internal web-portal, which in addition to preparing WOs and inspection
routes (for overhead lines) also checks and distributes new findings to new WOs and enables site reviews
in a 3D-model viewer (for substations). The mobile maintenance system is currently connected to the
following existing systems:
•! Maximo server – technical system (basic resources and resource locations, work orders, time
entries, etc.),
•! PSA server – connecting system (connection of systems, preparation and managing field
processes),
•! ArcGIS server (maps, access paths) – only for overhead lines.
2.! Implementation of mobile maintenance and exchanging working orders
As shown on Image 1, the described mobile maintenance system can connect to various existing
systems like IBM Maximo, Oracle EBS, etc. Because of its openness, adjustability and compatibility,
the system can even be integrated with internal company solutions. This also refers to other specific
data from different technological information systems that are available and enable using WOs on
mobile devices, which consequently leads to monitoring performed assignments. The described mobile
system currently supports two different mobile platforms (Windows and Android) for field work and in
this way allows the maintenance crew to use a wider range of mobile devices (mobile phones or
tablets). [1]

Image 1: An example of a mobile system connection with existing systems [1]
The complete process for creating, processing and returning of WOs is shown in Images 2 and 3. The
mobile maintenance system does not interfere with the existing systems but complements them; WO
creation therefore starts and ends in the existing system.
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Image 2: Data exchange in the mobile maintenance system

Image 3: The complete WO management process (preparation, field work, and its return to the system)
The web application for mobile maintenance automatically accepts the prepared WO from the existing
database where the WO was created (in our case Maximo). The user can fill in additional WO data (in
case that everything is not specified in the prepared WO) and prepare the WO for its transfer to the
mobile device. When the field works are completed the user marks the executed works on a mobile
device and, if necessary, adds new ones (possible defects and its photos). If new assignments have
already been carried out (a transfer to the report on executed works has already been completed), they
are added to the selected superior WOs. If the user during the execution of his assignments finds defects,
which cannot be repaired immediately and are not included in other WOs, the mobile application allows
the entry of additional works (if the user thinks these works need to be carried out). These suggestions
are then transferred to the report as unperformed works. The application treats new findings from the field
that were not carried out, as not yet allocated. When preparing a new WO, the user can check and add
non-allocated works to new WOs. After returning from the field (or while carrying out assignments), the
user transfers the reports on executed works to the web application, which then transfers new findings
and filled out WO to the existing systems (to the system from which the WO data was received or any
other system that uses the WO data). Depending on users rights, some data can be entered or received
from the server directly while conducting field works, even if assignments are not completed. Due to
possible errors when entering data into the mobile application, Eles requires an additional review and
confirmation of the filled out WO on the server. [2]
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3.! Mobile maintenance application - substations and overhead lines
In the mobile maintenance system, users use the same username and password to access their
profile and data as for the company’s Windows system. Immediately after logging into the mobile device,
system automatically transfers the prepared WOs and assignments with the corresponding data (technical
information, needed tools, etc.) to the user’s mobile device (Image 4).

Image 4: Signing in and accepting the WO
While conducting field works, user can classify a defect, decreased functionality or any other finding. The
classification of defects is adjusted to the type of the device, for which the defect has been determined –
i.e. for system breakers, the system offers the defect classification for circuit breakers. In our case, the
defect classification is based on the same classification as asset management. In addition to the report on
the findings and defects, the field user can add pictures, working hours, used tools and notes on the
range of executed works to the selected WO. The data entered in the mobile device is then transferred to
the mobile maintenance server, even if all assignments have not been completely finished (image 5).
Transferred data of working hours from mobile maintenance to the business information system is also
used for wage calculation. Eles selected the detail level of monitoring maintenance activities pragmatically
– until it is beneficial.

Image 5: Annotation (tools, working hours)
In the mobile maintenance application, field findings are referred to as non-allocated assignments based
on execution priority. These field findings are then assigned to new work orders for execution. Several
photos and a location point can be attached to an individual finding. If the specified defect or deficiency
can be corrected immediately, the finding is marked as completed on the original WO.
While developing the mobile maintenance system, the basic aim was to unify and standardize all terms
(like: defects and findings). Like nearly everything in life, it is practically impossible to define all terms,
therefore we added a feature for entering additional findings if undetermined issues occur (Image 6). In
case that additional technical data is needed while executing assignments, we also enabled a direct link
between the technical database and mobile device. For an easier display of the defect location (finding),
the mobile system enables the entry of measurements (i.e. distance from defect to the tower, road, etc.)
and attachment of photos, which simplifies the description of defects (Image 7). In addition to field
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measurements (on mobile device) and usage of maps, an implemented use of GPS enables an easier
and faster way to locate defects (findings) on OHL route, with possibility to enter the closest tower location
or span and record the access and alternative paths. After a WO is closed, route records are also
transferred to the existing GIS. [2]

Image 6: Example of executed works on overhead lines and adding new findings [2]

Image 7: Spatial orientation, measurements and photo [3]
4.! 3D substation viewer – connected to the technical database
3D substation viewer is a specialized web application for displaying 3D CAD formats of substation
equipment, fields and 2D CAD ground plans and schemes. All equipment (shown in 2D or 3D) is linked to
different systems, including the asset management. 3D substation viewer is basically an upgrade of the
mobile maintenance system and technical database. Consequently all needed information are gathered in
one 3D viewer for reviewing the following information: moving devices between locations, overview of
planned and executed revisions, cost displays for individual substation fields, technical information of the
equipment, status (under revision), 3D substations, scheme, etc. While selecting optional substations,
users can choose between different thematic views (scheme, floor plan or 3D view) (Image 8). [3]

Image 8: Thematic view – substation scheme (without technical information)
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Users can also perform different inquires. For a better overview, Image 9 illustrates a revision inquiry
in the current year for one selected substation (revision inquiry is just one of many possible inquiries).
Views can be displayed in a graph or table format.

Image 9: Inquiries
For easier view of revisions the floor plan of the whole substation is also implemented. Field areas are
highlighted (image 10) based on the data of performed revisions. The green colour shows the
performed revisions, the yellow shows revisions that are still running and the red colour shows
revisions that have not been carried out yet. The results can be viewed in a graphical or table form.

Image 10: Ground plan of the entire substation – revision query [1]
Mobile maintenance viewer also displays the costs for the entire substation and individual substation
fields, as shown in image 11.

Image 11: Cost overview for a selected period in a table form
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A graphical display of query results is also possible in the 3D substation model (Image 12). Next to the
individual devices, little icons in different colours shown different statuses, for example detected defects,
device movements, etc.

Image 12: 3D image of substation field

5.! Conclusion
Mobile maintenance is an efficient tool for managing works and registering defects on distributed
and stationary devices in an electronic form. The described mobile maintenance system is developed
as independent software that connects and complements existing software that is already in use. This
combination enables faster, more user-friendly and cost-efficient way to implement mobile
maintenance. By implementing mobile maintenance, Eles has simplified and standardized
maintenance works, which enables a simpler maintenance of systems in different locations by
incorporating processes – from preventive maintenance to supporting the execution of works
(including recording data on occurred costs). The use of a mobile system enables the maintenance
workers to manage their work in an easier way, report on the performed works and keep track of
defects on the infrastructure of the transmission network. Implementing mobile maintenance is an
important step forward to maintenance processes, managing assets and unifying work processes.
Main benefits of implementing mobile maintenance are:
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•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!

Faster, safer and transparent maintenance,
Easier entering of data and reviewing documentation,
Entering data in the field with a direct connection to other systems,
Systematic monitoring and analysing of defects – classified input while filling out a working order,
Easier and faster work preparation due to the spatial recognition of the defect,
Better spatial orientation for field workers and recognition of system elements,
Easier transfer and update of field data,
Expansion of the mobile system to other areas in the company,
Enables queries and data analysis.
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